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with the names of authors and the titles of works which
they have never read.11
The dislike which some pupils feel for literature may
well result 'when literature is taught by the wrong
person, one who substitutes for what children like
something which he does not care for himself, and
which consequently he cannot help them to care
for.12
These are comments, be it noted, passed by a com-
mittee of selected teachers, educationists, and writers of
literature in England, and drawn from them by their
-experience of the state of literature teaching in a great
number of English schools, where—%&& this point is
important—the teaching of literature is in the mother
tongue^ the tongue most familiar to the pupils. We
may be quite certain, then, that where the medium for
introducing the pupils to literature is a tongue foreign
to both pupils and teachers, the results of the attempt to v
•	do so are at least equally serious.
Instead of an analysis of the present situation in
India perhaps a more useful service which can be
rendered in a book on the teaching of English
intended primarily to assist teachers is to base upon
current practice a number of c Don'tsJ, and then to
•	consider a positive  policy in the school whereby the
teacher%of   English can best prepare  the  pupils for
such appreciation of the good things written and spoken
in English as they may be capable of when their time
•comes.
Important Cautions
Here, then, is a list of cautions for the school-room ;—
(1) Do not  teach  poems  which you  do not yourself
-appreciate.    If you meet such in the reader or poetry
selection book for your class, leave them out.    If you
meet none for which you have a genuine liking, make
no attempt to teach any as poetry, but let any pupil who
•cares to read or learn any for which he cares.    Impose
.nothing.
1 p, 118.	2 p. 84.

